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Text-Critical Notes on Ezekiel.
PROF. C. H. TOY.

In this passage, which is a threat of punishment for previously
detailed sins, 'T\)M yields no satisfactory sense.
Withdraw (my t)'t), after Job xxxvi. 7 (Ges., Reuss, Orelli, RV
marg.), is against the connection, the point being precisely that
Yahwe's eye is not withdrawn. Diminish, takt from (the people),
after Deut. iv. :z (Hiivemick, RV), is too feeble for the tone of the
cut off, found in some Heb. MSS., is
passage. The reading
inappropriate. The Verss. are equally unsatisfactory. G (followed
by S) Kcly~ clrW<rop.o.l CT,, from 'lt'""l) or. CMC, with object added, a
form of threat never elsewhere employed by Ezekiel ; 'It'""!) is never
used in O.T. of the dealing of Yahwe with Israel; J conjn"ngam
= J'""l!), or perh. = .,), as T ~~i'· Of the emendations heretofore
proposed no one seems to me satisfactory. Ewald (followed by
Graetz), after xxiv. 14, 'T\!)M M", I wt1l not go back,· but, besides the
insertion of the negative (which is here a difficult procedure), the
motive of 'S""I!)M in xxiv. 14 (the assertion of Yahwe's determination
not to recede from what he has said) is wanting in our passage, in
which there is no reference to a .preceding threat. Hitzig, Nif. of
;;""1!), I wt1l givt mysdf fru rtin, after Prov. xxix. 18, a doubtful
expression, used in Proverbs in bad sense ; Cornill, m)J"IM, I will
btslir myutf, mttr lht jidd, which is too military, is never elsewhere
used of Yahwe, and does not suit the context; Davidson's
(cf.
v. 8 and xxi. 8) is in itself appropriate and in accordance with
Ezekiel's usage; but one expects here (as compared with v. 8) a
definite term of action; Siegfried (in Kautzsch) 'Slat, I will stn"kt
(in), is not here appropriate.
We expect here a formula, such as is given in viii. 18, whence we
may read :'1~1j~ :'1~M. If ·~ had fallen out, 'M might easily be
corrupted into 'T\)M; the disappearance of ·~ must be regarded as
a possible scribal accident.
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The opening distich of this qina
M•;C, 1~a.t n~
nx;., r'l,"jM is rhythmically and otherwise unsatisfactory, and the Versions substantially follow the Hebrew
and offer no help. Budde (ZAT. ii. 1 ff.) inserts a second
after c..-,~,:,, and Comill (Euch.) transfers the .., of the text to the
same place. These changes relieve the rhythmical difficulty in part,
but do not touch the equally serious lexicographical and rhythmical
difficulty of the n~. The rendering what is (or was) thy motlur 1
a liotUss is insufferably unrhythmical, and how is (or was) thy mother
a liotUss is unintelligible; Jerome does not better it with his why did
thy motlur, a lioness, couch among lions I Nothing can be made of
the n~. and the form of vs. 10 (J~.l:l ,~~) suggests that vs. 2 contains a comparison. This may be got by reading M':lr,r, 1~M n~,
thy mother is like a lioness; the , may have fallen out through
preceding r'l in J;I.,CMt If the present time expressed by the
participle be thought inappropriate, the perf. nne, might be read,
though there is no difficulty in taking the comparisons here and in
vs. 10 as present. With this change, if the division of the verse be
made at r'I,'.,M, the rhythm becomes reasonable, but is improved by
the transposition of .., (as Cornill proposes) so that it shall stand
after C...,!l~. The verse would read in the first case :
1.

m.

2.

y..-,~ :"'ll"IZ) c..-,~ ~

mo.,

Thy mother is like a lioness- among lions;

She couched amid lions-abe reared her whelps;

and in the second case :
Thy mother is like a lioness-among lions;

Amid lions she couched- she reared her whelps.

The attachment of reared to couclud is desirable.

8. m. 7· (:l..-,n::r en._,~,)

,•nil~r,ac ~· G"'" lvl,u"o [r!•J
8pO.ua. a~oii [m'c ?] ; Peshitt;o, he 'IL'alked in his might (free
rendering after G); Targum, 1u destroyed his palaces (or castles);
Jerome, didicit vziiuas jacere. Of the old Versions none seems to
have had our Hebrew text except that of Jerome, and he did not
understand it. To Ewald's cn•n,~.,M
1u brake tluir palaces,
Hitzig's objection that ,., is used of breaking vessels but not palaces
(for which fN is the term) seems to be well taken, and a similar
objection must be made to ,., in Grae~'s (r'l,l~.,M) r'l,l~C,ac
Hitzig's own emendation ,,r'lil'9 "M ,., he carn"ed off
his prey to his lair, is remote, and too feeble for the context, in which
destruction is spoken of; and a similar objection holds to that of
"~
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Comill, who changes Hitzig's verb to 'S:l.,.., he lay down in his lair
(see t/1 civ. 22, cxxxix. 3). Davidson (and so Marti, cited by Siegfried
in Kautzsch's Hez1ige Schnft) suggests :l.,.., he multiplied his widows,
but this again is unsatisfactory since the connection rather suggests a
reference to some physical destruction. It is perhaps impossible to
restore the text with certainty. But, following the parallel clause, we
may seek for terms corresponding to the =:..-,n;, and the c;,..-,'S, and
suggest C:"l~rm"S~, ,.,.., and he ravaged their dwellings (cf. Jer.
xxxi. 28, where this verb occurs as synonym of various expressions of
destruction).
4. %%iii. s, u. c~::,.,p, written c-,c~.,i' in vs. 2J. The connection calls for an Assyrian title of rank, but Ewald is not justified in
adopting an Aramaic c~:l.,p in the sense of ·warn"ors. Comill corrects the text-word of vs. s, I 2 to C"N~.,p, after vs. 23, referring to
Num. i. 16, xvi. 2. In these passages -,c..-,p (i. I6 Qeri ~K,.,j')
occurs as parallel to ~K~~), and in xvi. 2 C~ ~~)K is parallel to
,;;~ ~N!i'; in Num. xxvi. 9 Kethib is ~K,.,j', Qeri -,c..-,p. The
expressions in these verses are to be rendered " chosen men of the
congregation," that is, chief men. But c~N,.,j' (or c-,c~.,p) never
occurs alone as a title, and it is very doubtful whether it can here be
so taken. It seems better, therefore, to look for a term which is
definitely an official designation, and from c~::.,p, by omitting the
first letter, we get the familiar Q~:l.,, which OCCUrs in Jer. XXXiX. IJ
as the title of Babylonian officers of high rank. Ezekiel employs the
term in this sense nowhere else ; but this is true also of the other titles
found in this chapter, MiM~, c~)%1, c~~~,~. That a p should have
been written before 0~::1., in VS. 51 I 2 is not graphically improbable
in the combination c~:l., .,~~N, and c~ac.,p, vs. 23, would then be
scribal corruption of c~::.,p.

6. xxiv. 17. c~~)N en' which in the connection gives no sense.
In Jer. xvi. 7 there is reference to bread and drink of consolation,
but the expression of our verse is not used, and cannot mean bread
of consolation. Hitzig's c~C~K '' is without support from Hebrew
usage, and Wellhausen's c~~~K '' does not mean what the context
calls for; it could only signify bread of the ill or bad. The proper
expression seems to be given in Hos. ix. 4, c~)K CM, bread of
mourning, from which our text-word would come by insertion of ~.
6. xxv. 6. ~~~::: "WN~ ,~::: M~~J:I, ,)j:l 1'Spj, ~ 1NM~ Ji:~
,N.,~~ M~~ 'a.t· The Heb. is followed by Jerome and Targum,
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except that they omit the suff. in 'lt' and the prefix in '~:l ; T is
given by Aquila, and substantially by Theod. (o-W '~~'au' T'oir; p.er4 uoli
= 1;,~ ":l:l). Sept. (followed by Syr.) reads Kw l'll'€xapar; l"
1/roJ&; uCIIJ. That this is the rendering of lt'~~:l T (and not, as
ComiU holds, of ':l M~tt'Z"',) appears from the Sept. rendering
(l'll',xalpovnr; l" !fro~) of the similar Reb. phrase in vs. 15, and
from the Old Latin here, el insultasli in anima /ua. If 'J:l 'Z"', be
not deleted, it should be changed to :l~:l 1M~~ (cf. xxxvi. 5) ;
but it is better to omit it, as it destroys the symmetry of the sentence, and is lacking in Sept. Graetz inserts :l" after &,:;,, as in
xxxvi. S· If my emendation is accepted, , should be inserted before
1f0Mlt', with Sept., and in accordance with the requirements of the
connection. In xxxvi. 5 Z"'M~'!t':l is rendered in Sept. by p.cr' &~per
~ and lt'ElJ toMlr>; by dT',p.Mavrfr; !froxas. This, however, is not
proof that toMlt' cannot be the original of l'll'fx.apar; in xxv. 6, for in
xxv. 3 (as Comill observes) a similar expression of scorn, 1""1~M
me.,, iS rendered by l'll'fXOpaT'E.

7. :ax. 5· The peoples attached to Egypt in the Mas. text are :
lt',:l, to,£), ,&,, :l"'l~:-1 ":;,, :;,,:;,, Z"'~""l:l:-1 f""IM ~J:l; Sept. IUpu~
(C""I!l, scribal error for lt',:l), Kpl]·m (elsewhere Sept.8 has At{3vEr;
for to,£)), A~, A{{3Vfi, 'II'BVT'Ei ol l'll'{p.tiCT'~, T'WV vlcilv ~ 8~6-t7"7lr;·
'lt',:l and to,£) should stand; the doubtful ,&, (see Stade, De pop.
Javan, p. 6 f.; W. M. MUller, Asien u. Europa, p. 115 n. 3) may be
changed to :l,&,, as in the Syriac ; :l""l' should probably be pointed
:l"'J~ ; the change of the unknown :l,:l to :l,&,, with Sept., is a natural suggestion, but A{{3vEr; may represent preceding to,£), and &,;:;,
suits the connection (it is preceded by :l""l':-1 ":;)) ; the Z"'~""l:l:-1
is best read

~Z"'""I:l:-1

(so Comill and Siegfried), after Jer. xxv.

20

(C~Z"'lt'&,£)), Ezek. xxv. 16 (and cf. Kpl]T'Er; above), and f""IM ~J:l

must be omitted as gloss. The Egyptian allies will then be : Cush,
Put, Libya, Arabs, Philistines, a list which gives a regular movement
from south to north. to,£) in xxvii. 10 and 'It',:;) and to,£) in xxxviii. 5
are difficult geographically, perhaps miswritings.
8. u:xvi. 5· 1:l~ ~.,~~ i'~&,. For ntt'""l~~ J'~" G has Tov
Targum Z"',;:)""IZ"', representing Reb. 'lt'""l~, but this (to say
nothing of the difficulty of an lnfin. form 'IV""I~~) hardly suits the
connection : the nations have exultingly taken the Israditish territor_v
not to dn"t•e it out. Cornill takes Too 'a4xtv{uat as representing not
:"1':""1~ (which he thinks is cormption of :'1lt'""li~) but some word like
MM~" (whence might come M r::-~"), and suggests (T:l)M:a:~"· Yet
'a4xtv{u~,
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we desiderate Infin. with suffix at the end of the sentence, and
may perhaps read ;,t:~ ;,n'lt'., r~~" to pomss it and to plundtr it.
;,'It'.,~~ may be corruption of ;,n'lt'., under the influence of preceding ~.,;~. Peshitto has that they may lead thtm captivt and spoil
thtm, apparently taking ·~ from 'It'~, but understanding two lnfins.,
as the sentence suggests. Graetz, throwing out ;,'lt'~tl as corrup~~""· to dtn'dt and to
tion from preceding ;,'It'.,,~. reads
spot1 (after vs. 4), a simple and graphically not difficult emendation,
if ;,'It'.,~~ be omitted, though the Infins. should have the suffix.
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